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ABSTRACT
_e have constructed a fast databuffer system, where cosmic
ray events in the Turku hadron spectrometer, including par-
ticle arrival times, are recorded with time resolution of
i00 ns. The databuffer can be read continuosly by a micro-
processor, which preanalyses the data and transfers it to
the main computer. The time span, that can be analysed in
every detail,is a few seconds.
The high time resolution enables a study of time correlated
groups of high energy particles. In addition the operatio-
nal characteristics of the spectrometer can be monitored in
detail.
i. The spectrometer
The Turku hadron spectrometer consists at present of a doub-
le neutron monitor combined with plastic scintillators. The
spectrometer has been used to measure the energy spectra
of neutrons and protons in the energy range .05 - I000 GeV.
Detailed description of the apparatus and its future deve-
lopment is given in paper /i/ presented at this conference.
_. The data collection system
Two identical microprocessor units are used in the Turku
hadron spectrometer to collect the cosmic-ray events. Both
units can record the status of thespectrometer with time
resolution of 50 ps. This time resolution already enables
a detailed study of very rapid cosmic-ray phenomena. It is
also possible to study the spectrometer characteristics in
detail.
The two microprocessor units have different tasks. Unit 1
calculates the hadronic spectra and monitors the had_on and
muon flows through the spectrometer. Unit 1 is programmed
to study energy dependent variations of hadron and muon in-
tensities in time scales > 30 s. A detailed description of
the microprocessor 1 and of its software was given in /2/.
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Unit 2 can be used parallelwith unlt i. Its t!me resolutlon
can be improvedby adding a fast data buffer.This data buf-
fer records spectrometerevents, includingparticle arrival
times,with time resolutlonof i00 ns.
The overalldiagram of the datacollectionsystemis given
In flq. I.
2.1. A fast data buffer
The heart of the buffer memory is a DUALPORTED FIF0-memory
type IDT-7201-S-80-C from Inteqrated Device Tecnoloqy
( identlcal to better known M/<4501 from Mostek ) Th_s
memory component is very handy In data bufferlnq applica-
tions. The REb_-_ITE-operatlons can be done truly asyncro-
hourly and independently. Besldes, these new memorles are
fast (cycle time i00 ns or even better) and easily cascad-
able.
The _chematics of the data buffer is given in flg. 5. The
8 parallel FIF0s form a memory of 64_512. This memory can
b_ trlgqered from 6 sources. On every trigger the logic
generates a common _RITE-pulse and 64-blts of data is
latched in, including the data of the time counters. The
status and control signals are connected to mlcroprocessor,
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Fig. 2. Schematicof the data buffe_.
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3. Some results and discussion
Until now, the system 2 has been used only for some simple,
mainly instrumental measurements. Two examples of these
measurements are shown in figures 4 and 5. The study of
more interesting problems, like long tails of extensive
air showers and time behaviour and detection of high energy
bursts ( _-ray bursts ) requires longer measurements.
In fiq.3 , the measured time intervals between charged
particies coming into our spectrometer are shown. Accor-
ding to Poisson-statistics we should have exponential
distribution of the form A_exp(-kt) . As one can see
from figure 3, the measured time distribution is strict-
ly Pois_onian when t > 20 _s. At _horter time intervals
there is, however, an_xaess of events, compared with the
Poisson distribution. Me believe that most part of these
events can be explained by afterpulses from the photo-
multipliers. The exact portion of afterpulses and the
role of some other possible phenomen in these events
are being investigated.
In fig. 4, there is shown the time distribution of char-
ged particles that arrive at the spectrometer before the
first evaporation neutron is registered in the monitors.
It can be seen that most of the particles arrive at times
t < 250 _s. This time distribution is important, since we
separate muons from protons and pions by assuming certain
maximum reaction delay.
The Turku hadron spectrometer will be used in future as
a central detector of an air shower array /i/ In ad-
dition, there will be position and direction sensitive
detectors in the spectrometer. _ith the fast recording
system described and with some additional electronics we:
can aDalyse cosmic ray showers and bursts in detail.
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Fig. 3. The time interval distribution of charged cosmic-
ray Particles in the Turku hadron spectometer.
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Fig. 4. _ne time distribution of charqed particles arriv_nq
at the spectrometer before the first neutron is de-
teczed in the neutron monitors. This time distri-
bution is used to separate protons and pions from
muon background.
